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 All Area Product Returns: Indented will cost $ 50.00 to send back. Product must be shipped in original packaging. Our NEST
Security Camera Kits are the best way to monitor your house when you're away. One (or two, or three) of our security camera

kits comes with a regular motion sensor, designed to detect movement in the house, and our optional night vision kit, which adds
night vision to the camera. Try the new compact MOVEIR camera design. Its camera, magnet, and sensor will automatically

recognize the sensor, and you don't have to assemble them yourself! Choose between our 1-3 night video options, with 8, 16, or
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30 night video options. Whether you are looking for an ultra-rugged, water-proof camera, or just want a camera with a little
more detail, this camera will work for you. It has everything you need to easily view your home, pets, and just about any other

activity. Unsurpassed quality and easy installation. Our water-proof cameras are sealed so rain, splashes, and other water is kept
out. You get all the details you expect from a high quality camera, without the high price. The NEST Cam Long Range Camera
Kit is the best camera available for home security. Its high-quality camera is large enough to give you a full view of your house
and a very wide field of view, and it will stay up for up to 4 years (even if left on a shelf). Other Features The IR LED on the

camera's lens is more effective than a direct light emitter. The IR LED also helps keep the camera's internal temperature down,
so the camera can work more efficiently and last longer. Choose from two night-vision options, one with night IR, the other

with night IR and LED. This camera and security system comes in one of two configurations: Motion Sensor, Night Vision. Try
the new compact MOVEIR camera design. Its camera, magnet, and sensor will automatically recognize the sensor, and you don't

have to assemble them yourself! Choose between our 1-3 night 82157476af
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